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UNITED JEWISH 1\.PPEAL (ORDER NO. 1235) 

12/27/77 ~~ 
RABBI HERBERT F'RIEDMAN (TOP GIFTS MEET!~ 

HAF (SIDE #1) 

Irv, thank you very muc). It's a great audience . 

I had the honor to speak to lots of people in lots 

of cities and sometimes you come into a place where 

~ou feel aloof , professional , objective, you do 

your job. Sometimes you come into a place where 

you feel warm and friendly and at hmme , and there 

are so many people whom you know and respect and 

indeed almost love that it makes the joi> not pro-

fessional and not aloof but family , talking to family 

and that ' s how I feel about this community . We're 

at a moment of very high drama that ' s obvious . You 

have a feeling that the air is pregnant something 

will be born . We're either making a breakthrough 

or we ' re headed for a disaster , there will be no 

middle ground, nothing is the same anymore and , 

wben you look at it that way , then you realize 

that a crossroads moment requires definition , 

understanding and then decision as to how to act . 

Sadat took risks - one of them he ' s already passed, 

the personal risk - this morning he went to - or 

this Morning, Israel time , many homrs ago , he went 
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to (phonetic) El Aksar Mosque - he knewperfectly well 

that in 1951 there was a King Of J prdan by the name 

of Abdullah who went to pray on a Friday morning at 

the El Aksar Mosque holding the hand of hiS. grandson 

a lx>y eleven years old at that ti.me named Hussein . 

He came down the steps from that gold dome up on 

the templ~ mount and he walked slowly through the 

olive trees and be passed the fountain where be washed 

his hands and took off his shoes and was about to 

enter the holiest shrine when suddenly an Arab jumped 

out from behind a tree , shot him twice in the face 

and, as the~ blood poured out over the boy Abudllah 

fell dead, a big heavy man on this child - he»sc arred 

him for life . A disgruntled Arab, dissatisfied with 

the fact that the King of Jordan was attempting t o 

negotiate and reach some kind of an intellectual, 

philosophical understanding with the Jews , assassinated 

the king. The grandson never forgot it . Seven years 

later Hussein became the King of Jordan at the age 

of 18 and has been on the throne for 25 years . Every 

Arab leader knows and its burned into his soul that 

if he attempts to coi e to a raproachment with us 

he takes personal risk and, ix of all the moments 
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in the visit of Sadat , we were most a£raid that there 

would be repetition this morning at the El Aksar 

Mosque . There wasn ' t . There are ten thousand men in 

Israel guarding him . He ' s taken the entire hotel . 

He slept in Kissinger ' s room last night . There are 

men on the roof and there are men at the windows 

and there are men om the streets and the dangerous 

point was insided the crowded old city - we~'re 

past it . But that was the smallest of all the risks 

he was taking . He took the risk of cutting himself 

off £rom the whole Arab world and he ' s done that -

Saudi , which bankrolls him, expressed opposition 

to the visit ~ - not to talk about the 11crazies 11 
-

talk about the moderates . He ran the risk of losing 

support of his personal friends , Ismail Fallmy, wbo 

had been his ForeialgilM.inister for all these years 

repudiated him, resigned and said he didn ' t agree , 

I Farnhy have been fighting the cause of Egypt in 

t he United Nations and all the capitals of Europe 

to try to explain that we cannot compromise with 

those Jews , and here you decide to~ get on an air

plane and go to Jerusalem - Jerusalem 1 Not even 

the United States recognizes Jersualem as the capital 
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of Israel but the President of Egypt now recognizes 

Jersualern as the capital of Israel. So that the man 

stepped off thatairplane yesterday as a totally 

isalated figure and he's running a oae-rnan show. 

It's an incredible risk. If he can't break threggh, 

then he's through and we will be dealing with some 

unknown factor as the next leader of Egypt. Sadat 

took risks but Begin took risks, too . Begin's risk 

doesn't involve any kind of personal danger or 

doesn't involve any repudication of his colleagues 

and associates. We've all heard the analsysis the 

only one strong enough to give up Algeria was deGaulle -

the only one strong enough to give up Israeli 

X•xsmkmxxesx territory's going to be Begin - so 

that he took no risks in terms of repudiation of 

oppositiom parties in the parliament, nobody will 

try to topple him, but the risk he did take was to 

try to figure out the balance of how to handle him-

self - he has to walk a tightrope in the next 24 

or 48 hours between being too generous or being too 

t8ghtfisted. That's our problem here this morning, 

too. (laughter) He knows he's got XJ1 to give something. 

There's no possibility this trip can be construed 
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as a success in any measure aside even from the de

tails of what nughtn't be negotiated, unless Sadat 

goes back with something in hand which is considered 

by him and by the whole 'WOr ld as representing move

ment toward a f1olution. We can't send him back with 

platitudes - wei can ' t send him back with empty 

phrases , with banalities - we can ' t send him back 

with what were Begin ' s opening Wllrds, which I heard 

on the radio ce>ming in f rorn the airpd>rt - Begin 

spoke in Hebrew and he said "we recognize (Hebre9), 

which in Hebrew means bravery, audacity , we recog

nize in you, si.r - you have it = he gave Sadat the 

greatest compliment he could give him but we can't 

send him home with compliments . Itwould be easy 

for Begin to sernd him home with the whole Sinai in 

his briefcase because we know what the line is that 

we would draw f:rom El Arisch down to Sharrn el Sheik 

which constitutes eighty percent of the Si nai -

we know we can give that back to him and no difficulty 

and no problem - all you got to do is put down at 

Sharm five thot:tsand Eygptian troops and five thousand 

Israeli troops and five thousand boys from Iowa 

and you hold the Sharrn El Sheik and it ' s done and 
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you will never have a blockade again of the Gu1f of 

Aqaba, so we need re ver choke from lack of oil 

coming into Elat. But, to give Sadat what he wants 

on the Sinai side and not do anything about Jordan 

or not do anyt\Jing abOut Syria may turn out to be 

difficu:lt . So t:be risks for Begin and Dayan and 

everygody who ' s going to be sitting - who is a1ready 

sitting at that working dinner tonight at the King 

David Hotel is to figure out the balance of what ~ 

to do in order not to abort this pregnancy. 

There are risks for thex United States . The United 

States is not terribl~ happy about this - Carter 

called bOth sides and he said fine. Wish you well. 

Godd luck. HopE~ everything goes all right . Agd asked 

for a report and Begin said that he would write . 

And Carter said call me up Tuesday morning I want 

to know what's going on . (laughter) And that will 

indeed happen. The risks for the llKiKxx United States 

are that some bilattteral decisions:xma:x might be 

made which then might obviate the need for Geneva 

and if Geneva is obviated or postponed and Israel 

and Egypt begin to go on a track together towards 

some· kind of soluticbn, Russia isn ' t there, America 
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isn't there and the United States has a deep interest 

to be sure that Russia is involved in this thing 

because the United States wants many things from 

1'Russia - SALT II and Detante and dealing with China 

and big issues , and t he United States doesn ' t want 

to be frozen out of the Middle East solution and 

doesn ' t want Russia to be frozen out and the only 

way those two superpowers can be in is if there ' s 

a Geneva meeting of which t hey a re the both co

chairrnen , but if ttie deal is made separately out in 

the Middle East then the United States might , even 

though it support thiw whole thing, but the United 

States might take a sor t of a dim view and f ee1 that 

it has risked something also . The risks are incred

ible on all sides . The gains are equally incredible 

if they can be made . The disaster is dangerous. 

You all know about the rmor that spread like wildfire 

three days ago that Genera.! Gur had resigned and 

he resigned because he made a speech - well he 

didn't actually , thank gpodness , it was only a rumor 

but the rumor based itself upon the fact that he 

made a speech in which he said "I am the Commander 

In- Chief of the Army which is charged with the 
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responsibility of defending the security of this 

country. I am telling you that the Sadat visit is 

a smokescreen , a carranouflage , it ' s a diversiGn . The 

F.gYptian Anny is preparing war . 11 And Mr . Begin 

"slapped" his wrist and turned to Mr . Weizmann and 

said "who told him to say that!" And Weizmann said 

"I certainly di.dn ' t authorize it 11 add Weizmann 

chopped him do'IJm . And General Gur is alleged to 

hEJVe resi~ed - he didn ' t - but there is no doubt 

that there i s now a great loss of confidence in him 

which will make his job more difficult and he will 

sit sulking in the corner and when this is all 

over may soon l:>e replaced. But it ' s an indication 

of the risk because if nothing works then there is 

no doubt in any·body ' s mind that the path diverts 

to war again . A£ter you deal with all these huge 

questions of war and H'9! peace and risk and global 

diplomacy and three thousand reporters swarming 

into the City of JerusalemJb - which is the exact 

number - you've got to come down off these heavy 

clouds and come down to reality and the reality of 

the things that we have to deal with is what Bernie 

talked about , tee building of a community, here , 
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the building of a community , there . I was fascinated 

by the list of t\tings that he was talking about: 

referred to Da:Llas at the General Assembly Council 

where there wa:s talk about the increased number of 

Russian Jews and when he was talking about America 

is going to ~e:x receive twice as many Russian Jews 

next year, I was thinking how many Russian Jews are 

we going to reicei ve next year. And when he was kikx 

talking about the family agency and all of the people 

who were turning to it and the problems implicit 

in it of single families and delinquencies and all 

the things he said I was thinking of what happens 

in all the develO!Jlllent towns in our country. And 

when he talked about the over a million dollars 

going into Jewish education, and r was thinking 

about the kids in Israel who get poor, inadequate 

schooling, there was an incredible parallelism all 

based upon a very simple thing our survival as a 

people and as a nation is not going to depend upon 

whether Sadat wins his risks or Begins wins his 

ridks , the building of the nation , the building of 

the conununity, the survival of the Jewish people on 

an on and on into the decades of the future is not 
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going to depend upon peace or war it's goiimg to 

depend upon the simple comprehension that housing 

and education ai~d care and love and respec t for 

the aged those are the virtues, the qt.lalities, the 

characteristics which make a good community or a 

poor cormnunity .and if we strengthen the sinews of 

the carmnunities in which we live then we can overcome 

all of the huge p1¥Y up on the scene of history . 

We ' ve been through four and a ,.half wars and we' re 

growing and growing and in the course of thirty 

years we get stronger and stronger, sixty thousand 

more Jews each year plus>ddl:i:ldqcx births over deaths, 

another twenty years another million and a quarter 

Jews in Israel - immigration coming in,more farms , 

more kibbutzim, more moshavim, more schools , more 

hospitals that's what makes the country strong -

Israeli , li'!\'r6'w; out of the (=- or out of the 
bd 

Jordan Valley f arrns ~ one pound Sterling in 

London and every melon that you can grow and every 

Pound Sterling that you can get on the market in 

London makes you stronger and stronger and stronger . 

Export - productivity - efficiency - growth -

penetration into the European Conunon Market , these 
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are the things which will help make Israel stronger 

fighting a war or not fighting a war. The future's 

very clear, to me at least , we have to earn very, 

very much more money . In the thirty years since the 

country has been independent, its exports have grown 

from thirty mRX million dollars a year to two billion 

dollars a year - oranges and false teeth and stain

less steel blades and aircraft and you name it two 

billion dollars a year . We im~ort five billion 

dollars a year l" - three billion deficit. Close itl 

Close it means harder work, more work, mor productivity, 

more push, cutting our standand of living - stop 

spending money , we don't have to :i Bf'"ZK spend ~ t;~ 

hundred million dollars a year importing automobiles -

we don't have to spend two hundred million dmllars 

a year importing beef. Cut it! And our people knows 

it and this government is taking us in that direction, 

Israel is swinging from old agrarian Socialist 

economy into modern indu strial capitalist economy. 

To do that you devalued the Pound a couple of weeks 

"90 almost fifty percent - body blow into the 

solar plexus of every ordinary wage earner in the 

country - bread up - pit milk up - gasoli .n e up -
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beating oil up for the coming winter - and the poor 

people in the country will take it on their flesh, 

they ' ll feel it: - but that's the only way we can go, 

it's the only way we can go in order to make our

selves more prodticti:ve, more stable, earn our way, 

earn more, and if we have to do that then you bave 

to do it, too . We have to earn more - you have to 

give more . We have to cut px our standard of living 

- you don't have to cut your standing of living, 

you have to raise your standard of giving. This 

kind of equivalement on both our parts, working 

in tandem, will bring us to the result that we need. 

®&Rae 1<V2Jidcs iit x:i:S< xx Conservatism is not the order 

of the day . 

END OF SIDE #1 
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He's going to have to be flexible and he's going to 

have to be generous. He's going to have to figure 

out what Sadat needs and wants and he's going to 

have to give it to"l'* liim. Plexibl.e and generous 

not conservati T.7e and not rigid and not fearful 

and not reluctant and you have to do the same thing. 

Just use that in your beads - there isn't a one 

of you who hasn't come here probably either already 

having made a gift at some previous meeting or 

paving thought of wnat it is that you want to give 

and I would like to suggest very respectfully 

CHANGE ITI You' re being aslted to accept a certain 

rating of what is your fair share. Unless these 

bops have been too coaservative, they've probably 

asked you for enough. mive them what they've asked 

you for and that will bring the community up aJBix 

and then the share that the community needs for its 

own internal girowth and the share that theconmuni ty 

can give for Israel's ellternal growth will match 

the demands of the hour, This flexibility and this 

generosity are the things that will take us where 

we have to go . It' s all going to be over in another 

24 hours. We'll know something by then . It may 
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stretcb,Sadat may decide to stay until Tuesday, it 

depends upon what happens tonight, it depends on 

what ha§pens tomorrow. If they get into d.:i:scussions, 

he'll stay - he's got no timetable. All the Israelis 

wmo were in thls country, Knesset members, five of 

them, speaking for the camppign, they've all gone 

back - mdapx nobody over taere has anything else 

to do. I've got to leave and run to St. Paul to 

fill in for Hausner, who is speaking there tonightqc. 

I've got to ~eave from there and get to San Diego 

by the morning to fill in for ,Eban, who was suppposed 

to speak there. All the Knesset members, all the 

Ministers all gone home and there are a couple of 

us left here who are running around like chickens. 

I want to leave here and I'm telling you this be

cause I had wanted to stay and visit and socialize 

with friends - that Joshua, that Joshua Mission 

that we had, that Irv referred to, was so lovely 

and I wanted to retaste the memories of it but I 

can't so I'll run. But you just think that when it 

comes to decicling the fate and the survival of 

the communities go by what your heart and your 

intuition tell.s you.~e are a people whose body 
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BLEEDS while its soul yearns for peace. This is a 

hero people it really is giving everything and hold-

ing nothing back. If there ' s more war , there will 

be more little black bordered pictures in the news

papers and everybody knows it. This is a patient 

people but in its patience it ' s un§redi.ctable, it 

waits and it waits and it waits and it will struggle 

and it will work and it will Aot get tired and it 

will not slacken off . This is a people inspired by 

its freedom because its freedom t:o live and to gro 
are 

is tee only way to pay Hitler back - youx six million 

Jews in Am:ericaH - if we can grow to be six million 

Jews in Israel , we drawa double line on the lopkkMK bottmm 

of the column and that pays back for the six million 

who are gone and we don't give Hitler any posthumous 

victory - we take it out of his bands , historically, 

he hurt us but we recoverl!ld from the wound and 

we go past it ~a and we go on to growth . This is a 

nation 1!I nourished by a vision - it's a g allant 

people with a messianic dream and its dream is to 

be able to live in peace so that it can create and 

contribute and give to all of mankind what its own 

.>tplHk genius permits it, whether in medicine or in 
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mathematics or in music or in religion or in another 

bible. It's an incredible genius people with a 

messianic drea1n of hemping mankind reach a higher 

level of civilization. It's your people. And so at 

this very, very dangerous moment, very pregnant 

moment, the best thing for us to do is to under

stand the nature of the people and to take pride 

in it, share its fate, share its future, share 

its i;Jtxyx glory because its glory is your glory. 

Do your job. Do it well. Thank you.(Applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

Herb11 your words were eloquent, they were beautiful 

and I know we' rE~ going to do our share . xlblx Ladies 

and gentlemen, it's up to us now. ~ Please 

take out your pledge cards, look, at the moment, 

in the upper ri9ht hand corner, your requested share 

for 1978, the amount we ask you to IJXx consider giving. 

We must have major increases on the line marked 

ITm 11R" not to avoid cutting services . I think 

Bernie's message explained that to us very well. 

After that we want you to stretch a little bit more 

f~r the Israel Emergency Fund as well. As campaign 

co- chairmen it's up to Sam and me to show the way . 
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In the past three months, I've been to Israel twice, 

once on a Prime Minister's Mission - and I won't 

forget that - both missions were exciting, but being 

in the Knesset that final evening with Prime Minister 

Begin and with other men fron all over the country 

was thr illing and whenR my turn came up to say 

something I told him that we would be back, that 

our Baltimore top leadership mission would be back 

in two months and I pledged him at least a million 

dollars . We returned about three weeks ago from our 

top leadership mission, both Sam and I were inspired 

by the commitment and the dedication of the men who 

were on the mission and I'm proud to report that 

these thirty men started a campaign by pledging a 

million thirty seven thousadd dollars against gifts 

last year of 844 thousand. Now that 1 s an increase 

of 23 §ercent and it's just wounderful. and I hope 

it shows the way this meeting today. Rosalie and 

I are going to increase our gift this year from 

39 thousand to 50 thousand dollars . (a~plause) 

Now I ' d like tc1 call on Sam. 

SAM 

Eick, as you kn:ow and those who . were on the mission 
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know that as your cois-chairman I had gone on this 

mission and our family last year, my father and my 

Brother akxBx and o6r wives last year had pledged 

thirty five thousand dollars, at this time last year . 

As co-chairman, I'd gone to and on the missiom with 

the intention of giving a gift this year for all 

of us of forty thousand dollars . When we were there, 

we spent several days with Rabbi Friedman. We 

went into the Negev - we went to the West Bank and 

while there I pledged, and I pledged for our family 

a giftx this year of 43 thousand dollars . {applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

I ' d like to call on Bernie Mannekin. 

BERNIE 

Thank you, Dick. Herb~ words were so heartening, 

particmarly 'his predictions of the future which 

could came~ with the kind of imput and the kind of 

dedication that we manifest here todayx, not only 

we but the younger people coming beyond us . One of 

the things that struck me at that mission, I said 

at the time and I' 11 be a very brief moment now, 

is that those of us who have labored in the vineyards 

for man~, years take so much heart and take sox much 
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hope from the younger people that are corning along 

in this corranunity and as a matter of fact in the 

ent1re Jewish community of this country, and forty 

percent of our mission were you119er people and 

their dedication, their commitment was absolutely 

inspirational and I'm reminded of a remark that 

Sirncha Dinitz made last Saturday night at the annual 

banquet when on Saturday afternoon sozje twenty five 

hundred people strained to get in to hear Gold Heir 

and while she was speaking Simcha Dini tz said be 

listened to her but more importantly he looked out 

into the audience and be was overwhelmed by,with 

the number of younger people in the audience and 

the reaction of those younger ~ople to the remarks 

of Golda Meir and he saw in their reactions and 

in their faces the kind of understanding and commit

ment that could take him back to do his job in an 

even more dedicated manner . This is truly inspiring 

and it should be inspiring to those of us , of my 

generation, here, today, to f"..now that the legacy 

that we have .left is ~ going to coje into fruition. 

Last year the Mannekin gifts , that ' s my brother 

Harold, Dick, and our wives was forty thoill.aand dollars -
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this year we're increasing it to fifty thousand 

dollars . (applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

I'd like to call on Irv'. Abramowitz . Irv. 

IRV 

Thank you, Dick. In recognition of the opportunities 

and the risks that Israel faces , ooth what we witnessed 

on our mission and learned on our mission, and what 

we watch on tel evision today - with my dad Max 

Abromowitz ' s permission and of cour se approval it 

is an honor for me to announce our increased gift 

from fifteen thousand five hundred last year to 

nineteen thousand this year . (applause) 

CHAI RMAN 

Ladies and gentlemen, the .floor is open for •• 

VOICE 

Harold. 

CHAIRMAN 

Harold Goldsmith. 

HAROLD G. 

I was privileged to be on the October Mission a 

few weeks ago - the thema of the mission pwoc was 

"FOOTSTEPS OF OUR FATHERS~" and we went there to 
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discover why Jews like us gather together in rooms 

lilte this for the purpose that we' re be re. One of 

the places that we stopped was a place called Beth El , 

I'm sure you ' ve all heard the story where Jacob has 

a dream about a ladder going up to heaven the 

Angels of God were ascending and descending the 

ladder •• According to ehe bigle and according to 

Herb Friedman, our guide , (laughter) when Jacob 

arose that morning he kriew he had a difficu_it, 

dangerous journey ahead of him and he said that if 

he was lucky enough that God protect }'lcm him, that 

he was fortunate to complete his journey, that he 

was going from Bersheeba to Haren to firxi a wife, 

that if he could complete that journey safely that 

he HpX would then give a portion of what he had for 

all times in appreciation - and I don't think 

things have changed that muhh in the last thirty 

five hundred to four thousand years . '!'he major 

difference is that the people in this roamm,~ we 

know that we're fortunate, we know that we've been 

looked after and I think that now is our turn to 

do our part . On behalf of my partner, Leonard Wineglass , 

my wife Rona and myself, we're going to increase our 
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pledge from a hundred thousand last year to one 

hundred and twenty five this year . 

CHhIRMAN 

Beautiful. (applause) 

VOICE 

Dick. 

CHAIRMAN 

Alvin Myerberg. 

ALVIN 

It's my pleasure to announce that the NJ Myerberg 

~oundation is going to raise their pledge from 

thirty two thousand last year to forty thousand this 

year . (applause) 

Beautiful . Beautiful . And Morty Max. 

MORTY M. 

Last year the •••••• Max Foundation gave 72 thousand 

five hundrsd dollars - this year we ' re increasing 

our gift to eighty thousand dollars . (applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

That ' s beautiful Gr eat. Let's have somernore announcements 

from the floor . Al Shapiro. 

AL s . . · ted in the 
enough to have participa 

I was fortunate 
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mission • ••••• and • • ••••• standing on a hill on the 

West Bank while Herb Friedman was telling us that 

we were •••• • •• Joshua captured the town of (hame) 

• • ••• .,tter learnirg whet Joshua did to those pagan 

knights , I understand where the town got its name . 

{laughter) Gentlemen, I know most of you have been 

to [ .srael before , if you haven 't~ been am a 

DXX UJA mission, gol And if you have been on a 

mission •••••••• it gets bette r every year •••••••••• 

{applaase) 

CHAIRMAN 

Leonard. 

LEONARD 

••• • ••• (applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

BObby Scheftel .~ 

B . SEHEFTEB 

•••• (Aaught er) (applause) 

CHAIRMAN 

That's beautiful . Macyy (name) 

~ MARTY 

..... 
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